The book is well produced and illustrated. Though rather expensive, possibly because it might be expected to circulate mainly in a rather specialized field, it will certainly be of great value to workers in the physiology and pathology of bone and teeth. R B LUCAS Of the many different cell characters, computer analysis drew attention to 11 discriminatory features, on which basis it was possible to divide cases into four groups (lymphoblastic, myeloblastic, monocytic or myelomonocytic, and erythrwmic) with, ultimately, only fifteen remaining unclassifiable. Morphologists will be relieved that their experience over the years is vindicated, though the authors add the proviso that the results obtained are not necessarily the only ones that could be derived from the original data.
This report clearly establishes the value of using a battery of tests, all together, rather than relying on Romanowsky differentiation alone. The most important finding is the clear separation of the lymphoblastic leukwmias from the rest, in having no minor component of erythroblastic, granulocytic or monocytic proliferation. Thus it is suggested that there are two varieties of stem cell, and that the lymphoblastic precursor has potentialities confined to that series and does not give rise to other blood cells. Indirect histological support is also provided for the currently attractive belief that acute leukiemia involves prolongation of the post-synthesis G2 premitotic period.
tis book is certainly to be recommended. Just so long as morphology remains necessary for the diagnosis of acute leukemia, simple histochemistry must form part of the hasmatologist's approach: he will find this report and the colour illustrations to be stimulating.
J L STAFFORD
The Scientific Basis of Medicine -Annual Reviews 1964 edited by the British Postgraduate Medical Federation pp ix+364 illustrated 40s London: University ofLondon The Athlone Press 1964 This excellent annual review provides a feast of knowledge for those willing to sit at the table of learning. The menu is long and the fare both plain and exotic.
From the biochemists, Lord Todd provides a thought-provoking discussion on the role of organic phosphates in biosynthetic pathways. Klyne adds an imaginative essay on the importance of molecular shape, illustrated by references to three-dimensional polymers, to aspects of molecular fit in enzymes and by the role of the double helix of nucleic acids. Moss discourses on isoenzymes, the multiple molecular forms of a given enzyme as differentiated by chromatography and electrophoresis.
Neurology is represented by Marshall with a study of the haemodynamics of the cerebral circulation in relation to strokes. Phillips gives an account of the activity of single neurones as recorded by micro-electrodes inserted into the intact central nervous system, while Oswald unravels the EEG patterns obtained during sleep.
From the microbiologists, Smith writes of the zoonoses or infections transmitted to man from animals. Goffe outlines the present state of active immunization against measles, while-Barber brings us up to date on the semisynthetic peni-
